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Revealing Bible Mysteries
Exploring the Bedrock of Religion

Can you learn Yahweh’s way from man-made traditions, or do you need to find His source? This is a historical and fully referenced resource that beginners to biblical scholars can turn to reliably and repeatedly. Exploring and revealing dozens of hidden mysteries and opening doors to examine the factual blueprint that Yahweh designed for our observance.

Some of the 457 questions that are answered in this book:

Where was the real Garden of Eden with the Tree of Life and Tree of Knowledge?
Where was Noah’s homeland, and where did he build his boat before the flood?
Who were the Genesis triplets (2-sets), and why are they important?
Who was Job’s father, and when and where did Job live?
What leader was the son of Samson and Delilah, and why was he rejected?
Which king was the son of Esther, and how did he rebuild his kingdom?
Why did the chapters of Daniel get rearranged and what is the proper order?
What is a Unicorn, and do they still exist, or do you teach this as fantasy?
Did the Old Testament Prophets or the Messiah change or remove any of the laws of Yahweh?
Are we innocent of the oaths, vows, and prayers that we sing in common songs?
Who started the December holiday celebration, and what tradition does it truly honor?
When is the Messiah’s true birthday, and how is that day celebrated by common tradition?
Who adopted Queen Ashtar’s celebration to create the Easter holiday? (Joshua 13:12, Sam 7:3)
Why was the Messiah’s name of Yahshua, changed to Jesus by the Constantine Church?
Why did Agrippa replace all the Temple Priests, with Alexandrian Pharisee Priests?
Who are the three priests and one nobleman named Jesus in the Josephus books?
Who was the fifth Jesus that traveled with Paul on his second tour? (Acts 1:23, Colossians 4:11)
Who are the parents and relations of Barnabas, and what was his occupation? (Acts 4)
Who are Paul’s mother and sister, and what is their notable fame? (Mark 6)
Who are Paul’s “fathers” as he stated repeatedly, and why is this plural, and what did they do?
Why was Paul able to move troops and called “beloved” by Peter, even in disputes of doctrine?
Who are the two false apostles in Revelation 2:2, and who gave them spiritual empowerment?
Why was Paul imprisoned by Caesar, and what did Paul expect from his “Romans” introduction?
What are the counted names of the 666th man in seven books of the Bible?
What are the stated requirements to enter the Gates of the Millennial Kingdom? (Rev 22:14)
First centuries were miscounted 105 years, and 2020’s creation timeline is really 6198!

Attention Researchers and Theologians! This is the most complete book you have ever found discerning Biblical Truths from Traditional Teachings. A greater understanding and greater teachings will begin from the discoveries in Revealing Bible Mysteries!

Learn the differences and teach the truth.

http://www.theorybin.com